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1 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The motion of liquids in containers of different sizes and shapes 
has received much attention in recent years. This has been prompted to 
a large extent by the relation of this sloshing motion to the stability 
of liquid fuel missiles. 
Much of the literature published has considered only a linearized 
version of the problem of sloshing. The non-linear sloshing problem was 
treated by Button (l) in a theoretical and experimental manner for trans­
verse harmonic vibrations applied to a cylindrical tank of circular cross 
section. Rogge (2) used the same type of approximation to examine 
theoretically the sloshing modes of the circular cylindrical tank under 
both translational and rotational excitations. Eulitz and Glaser (3) 
using the linear theory, predicted that the surface of the fluid should 
exhibit steady-state planar harmonic motion at all frequencies except 
resonant frequencies. However, both Button and Rogge, by including the 
appropriate non-linear effects, showed that the free surface of the fluid 
does not necessarily exhibit steady-state harmonic motion at frequencies 
other than the natural frequencies-Of-the fluid. Furthermore the fluid 
may even display stable motion at the natural frequencies. 
This thesis is an extension of the work of Button and Rogge, in 
which is considered the non-lihear sloshing problem for a cylinder of 
elliptical cross section. In particular, the stability of the non-linear 
motion in the neighborhood of the lowest natural frequency is examined. 
The results arrived at by proceeding in a manner analogous to that of 
Button vary considerably from his. Button was able to show the existence 
2 
of two types of stable motion, whereas the corresponding analysis for the 
elliptical cylinder predicts only one type of stable motion. 
A numerical example is considered in this paper for a tank similar 
to that of Button's experimental model. However, the numerical results 
obtained were greatly restricted by the numerical values presently 
available for the functions needed to describe the motion. 
II. NON-LINEAR SLOSHING IN AN ELLIPTICAL CYLINDRICAL TANK 
Consider a moving rigid tank, partially filled vith a nonviscous, 
incompressible liquid in irrotational motion, acting under a body force 
due to a constant gravitational field. Imposed upon the tank will be 
velocity perturbations u^ and rotational perturbations where the 
Latin subscripts-take on the values 1, 2, and 3. The surface of the 
liquid under the constant gravitational acceleration alone will assume a 
planar surface normal to the direction of acceleration. This surface is 
called the free surface or quiescent free surface. Choose a Cartesian 
coordinate system with origin at the geometric center of 
the quiescent free surface, and the axis such that the gravitational 
acceleration is (O, 0, -g). 
Under the above assumptions the problem to be considered can be 
stated mathematically in terms of a potential ((> as (2) 
J J 
8 6 „ , 
==1 ° - se - "i - ^ ijk "j ^  
where the summation convention is being used, the dot denotes the time 
derivative and is the third order alternating tensor. Equation 2.1 
is the result of the assumption of an incompressible liquid in irrota­
tional motion. Equation 2.2 gives the velocity of a particle in the 
tank-fixed system in terms of the potential and the perturbations u^ 
and w.. 1 
The boundary conditions on the wetted surface of the tank are 
u 
-"i + Cijk "j 2-3 
where is the unit exterior normal to the tank. This equation follows 
from the fact that on the wetted surface of the rigid tank the velocity 
of the liquid normal to the tank wall must equal the normal component of 
the velocity of the tank itself. 
Denoting the disturbed free surface by nCx^jX^jt) and the unit normal 
to the quiescent free surface by n^, there are two conditions to be 
satisfied on the free surface = n: 
ït * 3x^ ° ®ijk "j 
.It = 8" ^  I + Sijk "j l?7 • ^-5 
Equation 2.h follows from the kinematic condition that a particle of fluid 
which travels with the free surface as it moves must have the same velocity 
as the free surface itself. Equation 2.5 is a statement of the dynamic 
condition which states that the pressure at the free surface of the fluid 
must equal the ambient pressure (2). 
For the elliptical cylindrical tank the natural course is to express 
the problem in terms of elliptical cylinder coordinates (u, v, z), where 
X^ = C COShu cos V 
Xg = C sinhu sin v 
x^ = z. 2.6 
Here u>_0, 0^v<_27r and C is a positive constant. If the boundary of 
the tank is specified by u = u^ the elliptical cross section will have as 
its major and minor axes 2 C cosh and 2 C sinh respectively. The 
eccentricity of the ellipse will then he sech u^. Equation 2.1 then 
"becomes 
V^(i) = ^  (cosh^u - cos^v) = 0 2.7 
9u 9v 9z 
for 0<u<u ,0<v<2TT,-h<z<n, 
where the original depth of the fluid is given "by -h. 
There exist two segments of the wetted surface: the side of the tank 
and the "bottom of the tank./ Consider first the side, given hy u = u^, 
0 ^  V ^  27r, and -h < z < n- Here has the components 
V, = ^ , V, . ° ^ - , 2.8 
•/ + C^sin^v V" + C^slv?  in V 
where a = C cosh u and "b = C sinh u , the semi-major and semi-minor axis 
o o 
of the ellipse, respectively. Equation 2.3 then becomes 
G A n2 
= - "bu^ cosv - aUg sin v- "bzco^ cos v+ azw^ sin v- sin. 2v 2.9 
On ±he "bottom- of the tank, given hy 0 ^ "u <_ u^, 0 _< v _< 2Tr, and 
z = -h, the normal has the components 
= 0, Vg = 0, = -1. 2.10 
Thus Equation 2.3 "becomes 
1^ = - u^ - 0 sinh" u sin v + C cosh u cos v 2.11 
On z = n(u,v,0),the quiescent free surface, the unit exterior normal 
has the components 
n^ = n^ = 0, n^ = 1. 2.12 
Therefore, from Equations 2.2, 2.4, and 2.12 the first boundary condition 
6 
on z = n becomes 
- - Ug - C sink u sin v + C cosh u cos v 
C(n "2 , 9n , . 9n\ 
T Isinh u cos V — - cosh u. sin v —} 
o oil oV 
c(n w - u ) • 
+ J (cosh u sin v — + sinh u cos v •^) • 2.13 
where 
, _2 , ,2 2 \ J = C (cosh u - cos v) . 
The other boundary condition at z = ri can be obtained from Equation 2.5 
using Equations 2.6: 
C"UL 
+ u + —T^ ( sinh u cos v - cosh u sin v 3 oz J du 9v 
2 /  ^  .  o < j > . . - ,  9 c J ) >  
•I _ (cosh u sin V ^  + sinh u cos v 
+ n y '^ (Wg sinh u cos v - cosh u sin v) 
C 0 0/ . % 
- n J "^(.^2 cosh, u sxn v + sinh u cos v) 
+ C-"^(sinh u sin v - cosh u cos v) 
2 C w 
— (sinh 2u ^ + sin 2v -^) . 2.lU 2J 3u 3u 
To simplify the form of the problem, make the following transformation 
ij^(u,v,z,t) = 4)(u,v,z,t) + Cu^ cosh u cos v + Cu^ sinh u sin v 
+ Cz Wg cosh u cos V - Cz sinh u sin v 
4 C cosh 2u sin 2v 
8ab ' -
Thus, in terms of i{j, the motion of à fluid contained in the elliptical 
cylindrical tank whose elliptical cross section has major axis 2a and 
minor axis 2h is described "by the following partial differential equation 
subject to the given boundary conditions: 
V% = ^  ^ + C^(cosh^u - cos^v) ^  = 0 
3u dv dz 
0< u < u ,0< v <2, - h < z < n -  2.16 
— . o — 
On z = -h, "1^ = -u^ - 2 C sinh u sin v + 2 C cosh u cos v 2.l8 
On z =Ti, - - u_ - 2 C to sinh u sin v + 2 C io_ cosh u cos v 
OZ ^ _L ^ 
2 h 4 C 0)- „ C 0)^ C 
+ —— sinh 2u sinh 2u . sin 2v. - cosh 2u cos 2v ] 
__2.:L9 
and 
9 
- Cu^cosh u cosv - CUg sinh u sin v - Cnwg cosh u cos v 
+ Cno)^ sinh u sin v - cosh 2u sin 2v = gn + ^  
8 
p 
Sib 2 2 2 2 2 2 3C ' 2 
+ - n - n Wg + .(to^..sinh'u sin v - cosh u cos v) 
- n'U'2'^2 ^3 l^-~ cosh u cos v + UgW,. ) + C~s-inh u sin v 
2 
9il; —- C w 
(u 0) + u. w ) + 2 C T-^ (w sinh u sin v - w cosh u cos v) + _ _ 
J J. -L J OZX — ei. do 
(sinh 2u + sin 2v + Cnw;rw_ oinh u-sin v + Cnw cosh u cos v O"V _ OU. ^ J . 1 J •"—' 
• 6 8 
, 2 G\2 _ 
- Q , y sinh 2u(cosh 2u cos 2v + sin 2v) + (sinh 2u sin 2v 
' 3 2a%^J 
li. 
+ cosh^ 2u cos^ 2v) - (sinh 2u sin 2v ^  + cosh 2u cos 2v -^) . 
2.20 
The free surface is one of the unknowns, "but it may he eliminated 
between Equations 2.19 and 2..2-0_as=zsh©;wn_in_the Appendix. Equations 
2.19 and 2.20 may then be replaced by Equafioh A.IO: 
^2 
+ SttjXSt - °3 - - "2 - I °1 "• Vl " "3% * 
4- k 
+1 __ _w r 
-5tzz>'-5z - S *  ^"1 - ^  + "to 
cosh 2u cos 2t) + * ^vz^rt * ^^vtz' * ^zz^zt ^z^ztz 
2 
•" ""s^zz + ^ 3«zfr-' ^ (ztz (zz ^ 1 * & '"b^UZ +^3^tz) 
+ è ("34z + "3«vtz»=->^ cog 2u^cos2V) 
9 
- - '°3'u - -Ob "" 
2 U-£ u C S C w 
+ «tuz'~ - 2v) + - '°3'v - TSt c°sk 2v) 
5 u,C^ _ c\ ' 
+ «tv2<~ - — - ®3 " "Sïb c°sh ^  2v] - —(gC^3 + (tt») 
g 
• ' c''", . 1 • 
-<«t -"3 - "8ab - °l' - 72 '®5zzz •" ^ttzz' 
2g 
( Sj_ - COS 2u sin 2v)^ + O(n^). A.10 
where A, 6., y,-. , and the quantities involving Ç are functions of the 
potential ip and its partial derivatives, all evaluated at z = 0. The 
are functions of the u^, o)^, u and v. (See Appendix) 
This leads to a "boundary value problem consisting of Equations 2.17, 
2.18, 2.19, and A. 10, which involves only the potential function ip and 
the prescribed tank displacements. 
Following the method of Rogge the tank displacements are assumed to 
he 
x^(t) =_§Q sinwt, ^(t) = 0^ coswt, i = 1, 2, 3 2.21 
with and 6^ "small" and w "close" to or equal to the Lowest natiural 
o o 
frequency. Here the x^(t) correspond to translational motions and & (t) 
correspond to rotational motions. Since and 6^ are small each set is 
o o 
assumed to "be the same for all i, say and 6^, respectively; and 
furthermore it is assumed 
£ 
0 = -^ . 2.22 
oh
10 
The tank velocities and are then " 
= x^(t) - e coawt_i (jj^ = 0^Ct) - ^  coswt, 2.23 
where £ = oj e . 
o 
Following the technique of Button, a .third order perturbation solution 
is sought. Specifically, the potential is assumed to he of the following 
form: • - ' ' 
1/3 \p = e [ijj (u^v,z.,t)coswt + X. (u,,v,,z,t)sintot] 
_L J. -
2 /Q 
+ £ [ij;^(u.,v,z) + ^2(u,v,z)cos2wt + Xg(u,v,z)sin2wt ] 
+ £[Tj;^(u,v,z)cos3mt: +X^(u,v,z)sin3wt] , 2.24 
where the functions \b and X for each value of n, satisfy the differential 
n n 
equations describing the linear harmonic boundary value problem for the 
tank. 
To find the natural frequencies and the normal modes consider the 
linearized problem with assumed harmonic oscillations (2). This motion 
is described by the following equations.: 
x(u,v,z.,t) = X (u,v,z) e^^^ 2.25 
x(v.,v,z) =0 in 0 <_ u < u^, 0 _< 8 _< 2'ir, -h < z < n 2.26 
x' = 0 on u = u 2.27 
u o 
X^ = 0 on z = -h 2.28 
2 
^ S 'V 
X - — X = 0) on z = 0. 2.29 
z g 
For solutions of Equation 2.26 of the separable form x-(u,v.,z) = U(u) V(v) 
Z(z), V must satisfy Mathieu's differential equation and U must satisfy 
11 
Mathieu's modified differential equation. The solutions must "be periodic 
of period 2ir in v. In addition to being periodic in v the potential 
, function X and its gradient must be continuous across the inter-
focal line of the elliptical cross section. This requires that 
x ( 0 , v , z )  =  X ( 0 , - v , z )  2 . 3 0  
and that 
X(u..v,z) 2.31 
respectively. These conditions will be satisfied by solutions to the 
Mathieu equations of the form Ce (u,q)ce (v,q) and Se (u,q)se, (v,q) where 
m m m m 
ce^(v,q) and se^(v,q) are the Mathieu functions of cosine type and sine 
type respectively5 and the Ce^(u,q) and the Se^(u,q) are the modified 
Mathieu functions of cosine type and sine type respectively (U). The 
periodicity condition requires that m be a non-negative integer. 
Equation 2.27 requires that 
m _ —m , . , th _ th . , th 
where q^ and q^ designate the n root of the m cosine mode and the n 
root of the m'"^ sine mode respectively. The q^ and ^  are referred to as 
parametric zeros of ^  Ce and •§— Se respectively. du m du m 
Equations 2.25» 2.28, and 2.29 require that x ('U-j'VjZ ,t ) be of one of 
the following forms : 
m, ,  mx ^  C (z+h)/C 
^mn(^) P== : ^.33 
cosh 2 X h/C 
12 
cosh 2 q™ (z+h)/C 
;= ^•^'t 
cosh 2 ^/~h/C 
where and g™ must now be positive. The functions A (t) and B (t) 
m ^ mn mn 
will be called the generalized coordinates of the mn'^^ mode; they depend 
only on time. The two equations also determine the natural frequency 3/2tt. 
The natural frequency for the mn'^^ cosine and mn'^^ sine modes are denoted 
by Pmn/2rt and Pmn/2Jt respectively. The natural frequencies are then given 
by P__ 
F.^ ^ \ ^  tanh 2 V g™ h/C 2.35 
mn L 
_2 2 sf^ r=5 . 
p = —31 tanh 2 V gZ h/C 2.36 
• mn C m 
Since the hyperbolic tangent is an increasing function for positive 
argument the lowest natural frequency will be the one associated with the 
smallest parametric zero. The first three parametric zeros can be 
determined from published tables (5)- The lowest natural freq_uency is 
found to be the one associated with the Ce^(u.,q_^) ce^(v,q.^) mode.. The 
next two natural frequencies are the one associated with the Se^(u,'q^) 
—1 2 2 
se^(v,q_^) and the Ceg(u,q^) ceg(v,q_^) modes respectively. 
..It is assumed that when the tanh displacements are at a freq.uency 
close to or at the lowest natural frequency the corresponding generalized 
coordinate, dominates all the other generalized coordinates. Thus 
it is assumed that the first order terms, and in Eq_uation 2/24 
1 L 
contain only the Ce^(u,q.^) ce^(v,q^) mode. The neighborhood of resonance 
considered is for 
13 
I as e -> 0 . 
2 2/3 2 Thus, ve define p^^(l + v e ) = oj , where v is a dimensionless measure of 
freq.uency. For e close to zero this may be written as 
P^^ = i/{l - V 6^/^) .  2.37 
and are then ' chosen as 
cosh 2 q_} (z+h)/C 
^ = f (T) Ce (.u,q ) ce (v,q. ) =- o 
^ ^ ^ cosh 2 V h/C 
. , cosh 2 v' q.} (z+h)/C 
X, = f_(T ) Ce (u, q. ) ce (v,q.-) 2.39 
^  ^  1 . 1  c o s h  2  V  h / C  
where 
T = I w t . 2.1+0 
This transformation relates the dimensionless time parameter x with the 
perturbât ion parameter and the forcing frequency. Each of the transforma­
tions indicated by -'Equations 2.37 and 2.40 were used by Hutton. They 
were suggested by Miles (6) in his analysis of the stability of the un­
damped spherical pendulum. 
The assumption that and X^ may only contain terms involving the 
lowest natural frequency, even though it corresponds to the same condition 
for the circular tank, prevents one from obtaining the solution obtained 
for the circular cylindrical tank by letting the eccentricity, e, of the 
ellipse approach zero. Consider the following results (4): 
l4 
£im ce (v^q.) ^  cos.-mô 
e+0 * 1 
2im se (v q) -> sin m9 
" 2.1,1 
Him Ce^(u^q) J^(r) 
e->u 
lim Se^(u^g) » J^{r) 
e->0 
Here k and % are constants, r and 6 are the polar coordinates of a point 
m _ m 
in the circular cross section and J^(r) are the Bessel functions of the 
first kind of order m. In the above limits q approaches zero as e 
approaches zero. Using these results it is clear that in the limit as e 
approaches zero and will only involve the product cos 9^(r) . How­
ever, to obtain the solution for the circular cylinder it is necessary to 
also obtain terms of the form sinSJ^(r) in the lowest mode since these 
terms appeared in that solution with non-zero coefficients. 
.The expression for ^ as given by Equation 2.2k is now substituted 
into Equation A.10 and the coefficient of is set equal to zero. This 
leads to 
2 2 (g - p^ 1 )cosut + (g - p^ _!X^ )sinuit = 0, on z = 0. 2.42 
Equation 2.42 is satisfied identically for all time, if and are 
chosen as in Equations 2.38 and 2.39-. 
2/3 When the coefficient of e . is set equal to zero one obtains, 
on z = 0, 
î|; =0 2.43 
oz 
= a ,2^ xj s.ui. 
15 
s ^ 2, - 4 % = Pll[ J + =^0 - *î" 2:1.5 
wiiere p 
p = tanh À h 
mn mn - . 
U = tanh À h. m,n = 1,2« 2.46 
mn mn ' * 
X 
mn 
r •. 
mn C 
The arbitrary functions \p^, \jj^. amd are chosen to satisfy Equations 
2.Us, 2.hk, and 2.k3' may be taken as a constant. If and are 
taken to be 
CO ^ _l coshÀ^^(zih) 
*2 ' ^ 4n Sej_(u,q^) se^(v.q^) 
n=l cosh X ^  h 
In 
~ 2 cosh X „ (z-th) 
+ \ -^2n •=%<•'''In' cosh 1 ' h 
n=l 2n 
ana 
1 cosh X (z+h) 
^2 = \ ®ln sa^{v,<s^) ^ 
n=l cosh X^ h 
In 
" P cosh X (z+h) 
* ®2n :"2("-Si) cosh X, k ' " 
n=x 2n. 
then Equations 2.44 and 2.45 can be satisfied by choosing the appropriate 
generalized coordinates in the expressions for and X^. These generalized 
i6 
coordinates can be expressed in terms of f^ and f^ "by substituting 
expressions 2.38, 2.39, 2.kj and 2.U8 into Equations 2.kk and 2.4$ and 
using the following orthogonality conditions (see Appendix) to solve 
for and 
2tt 2 2 ~"L 
/ / (cosh u-cos v)Se^(u,q^)se^(v,q^)Se^(u,q^)se^(v,q^)dudv = 0,m^n A.20 
o o 
J° j (cosh^u-cos^v)Se^(u,g^)se^(v,gj^)Ce^(u,(v,dudv = 0,m^n A.21 
o o 
^o 2 2 2 2 2 2 / / (cosh u-cos v)Ceg(u,g^)ceg(u,g^)Ceg(u,g^)ceg(T,g^)dudv = 0,m#n A.22 
o o 
The generalized coordinates are then 
4n ' ^2n = W2- K = % <4^). L = % (4-i) 2.1,9 
where and are defined in the Appendix "by Equations A.23 and A.24. 
Efow consider the coefficient of the e terms that result from sub­
stituting Equation 2.2^- into Equation A. 10. A list of the terms from 
Equation A.10 which contribute to the coefficient of e follows: 
il' -^z^z^zz' ^  s ("l' sin 2v + cosh 2u 
cos 2v ), _ 1 1 1 1 ^  
~ g^^^zz ^tz^^t' g^^^zz ^ttz^'^o' g'-^zz^tz ^tzz^z 
+ ^ ^uz^t + Vutz ""^TZ^vt + ^v^z) + ^zz^zt + ^z^ztz 
IT 
«ttzz>îf 2.50 
The coefficient of e contains sinwt, sin2wt, sinSwt, coswt, cos2tot, and 
cosSut. Consistent .vith the approximation used throughout, it is assumed 
that only the first harmonic terms need vanish. The first harmonic terms 
form a lengthy expression which is shown in the Appendix. 
The equation obtained "by setting the first harmonic terms of the 
coefficient of e equal to zero cannot he 'satisfied as such, but only in 
an averaged or Eayleigh-Eitz sense. This average is obtained by multi-
3 3 plying the equation in turn by J sinv and then by J cosv, integrating 
over the free surface 0 ^  u ^  u^, 0_^v_<27r, and setting the resulting 
terms equal to zero. This somewhat arbitrary choice of the weight func­
tions is made to insure that certain terms will not vanish and also to 
simplify somewhat the integrals to be evaluated in the averaging process. 
The following ordinary differential equation is then obtained: 
2 df f + f^) 
[-Pll Iq - 2 Mjsinwt 
2 cLf ' f 
+ [p^^ (— - vf^) - — M + F]coswt = 0 . 2.51 
M, F, and are constants obtained in the averaging process and are 
defined in the Appendix by Equations A.27, A.28, and A. 29 respectively. 
Setting the coefficients of coswt and sinwt equal to zero in Equation 
2^0 results in two, first order, non-linear, ordinary differential equa­
tions. This system is 
18 
df. 
^ = G .  ,  1 = 1 , 2  2 . 5 2  
wnere 
^1 " - % ' ^2 = ' 2-53 
H = I (f^ + fg) + (f^ + f^) I + F , 2.5U 
K = g- , F = ^ 2.55 
2 lo Pll lo Pll 
A-steady state harmonic solution of Equation 2.51 corresponds to the 
zeros of G^, i = 1,2. The only solution is found to be 
^1 = Y , f2 = 0 " 2.55 
where y is a real, non-zero, time-independent amplitude parameter. The 
transformed frequency is the 
— -1 ' -2 
v= - F Y - K y  .  2 . 5 7  
19 
III. STABILITY OF THE STEADY-STATE HARMONIC SOLUTION 
To determine the stability of the motion corresponding to a given 
steady-state solution consider the perturbed solution 
> ( 0 )  
i = 1,2 3.1 
where | | << | . The f^ are constants corresponding to the steady-state 
amplitudes of the harmonic solutions.of Equations 2.52. The corresponding 
steady-state solution will be stable if Re(X ) 0 and unstable if 
Re(X ) > 0. 
Substitute Equation 3.1 into Equation 2.52, neglect products of the 
C^'s, and use the fact that the f^'^^ are zeros of the G^. The following 
set of homogeneous algebraic equations are obtained: 
11 
21 
+ X 
"12 ^1 0 
^22 ^2 0 
3.2 
Where 
<il2 = V + K + 3[f^°h^ K 
dgi = ^  K + [f^°h^ K . 
The solution of Equation 3.2 will be nontrival only if the determinant 
of the coefficient matrix is zero. This condition gives an equation for 
the allowable values of À . 
On substituting Equations 2.55 and 2.56 into the expression for the 
d^j* s and expanding the determinant of the coefficient matrix in Equation 
20 
3.2, one obtains 
X ^  - Y~^ F(2 K - F) = 0 . 3-3 
-2 , 3 -
If Y F(2 K Y - F) 0 the real part of A. will be zero and corres-
—2 3 pond to stable solutions.— If Y F(2 K y - F) > 0 then X could be a 
positive real number which would correspond to unstable solutions. The 
boundary between stable and unstable motion corresponds to À =0. Setting 
\ = 0 in Eq.uation 3.3 leads to two solutions. One solution is Y = i 
which would correspond to unstable motion since y is an' amplitude parameter. 
The other solution is 
Substitute this value into Equation 2.57; the transformed frequency 
at the boundary of the stable region then becomes 
V = -| (2 K 3.5 
The solutions of Equations 3.U and 3-5 for various perturbations are 
given in Section IV. 
21 
IV. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE 
In order to determine the regions of stability for a given set of 
tank, parameters it is necessary to calculate the parametric zeros, and 
~-ni q^5 of Equation 2.32. This is an extensive numerical problem. In order 
to derive the greatest number of parametric zeros from the available 
literature it is convenient to choose u^ = I.8985. This •will fix the 
eccentricity of the elliptical cross section at approximately .29- However 
even with this choice of u^, only the first two zeros of ^  Ce^ (u,g^) 
and ^  Se^ (u,q^) are evaluated m the literature. Therefore, it is 
necessary to approximate K and F by using only two terms in each of the 
series defining these constants. This of course limits the confidence 
one can place in the numerical results. The parametric zeros for the 
chosen value of u^ are (5): 
= .077 
4 = .209 . 
= 1.000 
= .083 
q.2 = -^55 ^.1 
To evaluate the integrals which appear in K and F the-functions 
Cen(u-,q^), n=l,2 are ex­
panded in trigonometric series (6) and the series are integrated term 
by term. 
In order to keep the tank approximately the same size as that used 
in the experimental model of Button, C is chosen as 1.7399- This will 
cause the major axis of the elliptical cross section to be the same as 
22 
the diameter of the circular tank considered hy Button. The initial 
fluid depth is chosen as 8.907 inches, the same as that used by Button. 
With the above parameters the following numerical values are obtained; 
p^^ = 11.0305 rad/sec 
= .9932 
K = .O9U5 
F = 1.8336 - 2.0769 - 2.5869 - 2.9301 h.2 
where the numerical values in F correspond respectively to the various 
types of perturbations, Wg, u^ and u^. The numerical terms in F due 
to u^ and average to zero with the weight functions used in the 
averaging process. These terms were also missing in the solution of Rogge. 
Effectively, then, the averaging process is such that translational per­
turbations in the x^-direction and rotational perturbations about the 
x_-direction are neglected. 
V 
Equations 3.4 and 3-5 give the values of y and v which separate the—'• 
region of stable and unstable motions. The coefficients in these equations 
also depend upon the perturbations given to the liquid-tank system through 
the values used for F. 
Case 1. Consider = u^ = 0, u^ = 6 coswt 
The motion is unstable for 
- 00 < v < — 1.6621 
where y = - 2.3921 when v = - 1.6621. 
Case 2. = u^ = u^ = 0, " h 
The motion is unstable for 
- 00 < V < - 1.4013 
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where y = - 2,2232 when v = - 1.4013. 
Case 3. ^ coswt, = e coswt 
The motion is unstable for 
_ oo < v < — 2.7661 
where y = - 3.1226 when v = - 2.T661. 
Case 4. = Wg = 0, = Ug = E coswt 
The motion is unstable for 
_ 00 < V < - 2'. 6877 
where y = - 3.0790 when v = - 2.6877 
In each case stability is predicated.for v = 0 which corresponds to 
the natural frequency p^^/2tt. This corresponds to the results of the 
circular cylindrical tank for what is referred to as nonplanar moôion. 
This of course is not predicated by the linear theory. However, the second 
type of motion which is unstable in a small band about the natural 
frequency is not predicted at all by this analysis. This motion does 
not appear because in allowing ii; and X to involve only the lowest mode j. -L 
of oscillation one arrives at only two generalized coordinates in the 
elliptical coordinate system rather than four as in the cylindrical 
coordinate system. This second type of motion might appear in a higher 
order-perturbât ion solution in which and are allowed to depend in 
some manner on both the first and second modes of oscillation. 
2h . 
V. CONCLUSION 
This thesis considers the irrotational motion of an incompressible, 
inviscid fluid contained in a partially filled tank of elliptical cross 
section. The tank is subjected to both transverse and rotational vibra­
tions whose frequencies are near the first natural frequency of small 
free-surface oscillations. The analysis was performed using a method 
suggested by Hutton and expanded by Rogge. The results differ from those 
obtained by Eutton and Rogge for a circular cylindrical tank in that only 
one type of stable motion is predicted. The numerical results from the 
analysis of the stability of this motion indicates that the motion is 
most closely associated with the second type of motion predicted by 
Hutton. However, the reliability of the numerical results are open to 
some question because of the approximations made in some terms. 
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VIII. APPENDIX 
Since the free-surface height n is an unknown in the problem, it is 
desirable to replace the two free-surface conditions described by Equa­
tions 2.19 and 2.20 by one equation which does not involve ri- Solving 
Equation 2.20 for n one obtains 
gn = r(u,v,ri (u,v,t), t), A.l 
where 
2  * 2 2  
- r(u,v,n(u,v,t), t) = [g + W^Ug - WgU^ + + Wg) 
u2 
• 2 2 2 Q • 
- [ (g+w^Ug - WgU^ + cr^ 2(w^ + Wg) (d + — - + u^^^ 
2 ^ 1 " ^3(^1 - W3O4 - 2*^01 + + Wg) 
with 
d = I + «2] 
= Cwg cosh u cos v - sinh u sin v 
Cg = Cco^ cosh u cos V + Cw^ sinh u sin v 
= Cu^ cosh u cos v + Cu^ sinh u sin v 
= CUg cosh u cos v - Cu^ sinh u sin v 
2  2 2  2  2  
= o—r- w_ cosh 2u cos 2v + 5—5—(sinh 2u sin 2v + cosh 2u cos 2v) 
^ ^ 32a^b^J 
C^w 2 - -- - c\ 
- sinh 2u (cosh 2u cos 2v + sin' 2v) - g-j—(sinh 2u sin 2v 
C^w 
+ cosh 2u cos 2v lb ) + . _ (sinh 2u + sin 2v ib ) 
V 2 J V 
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The negative sign in the quadratic formula is chosen so that gn remains 
finite if , w^, and are all equal to zero. From Equation A.l it 
is determined that 
(g-r^)n^=r^ 
(G-RRJ)N^=R^ A.2 
Multiply Equation 2.19 "by g - and use Equation A.2: 
4 4 C C w 
- u^ + 2a^ + —sinh 2u sin 2v + cosh 2u cos 2v)(g - T^) = 
2 2 C w i]; C w ip 
+ r^(—— sin 2v - -j) + r^(—— sinh 2u - -y) , A.3 
on z = Ti. • 
Since the potential functions must he evaluated on z = n. Equation 
A.3 depends on n implicitly and Equation 2.20 depends on t\ "both implicitly 
and explicitly. The wave height n can "be eliminated between these two 
equations if the function defined by each is expanded in a Taylor series 
in n about n = 0. Equations A.3 and 2.20 will assume the forms 
,^2 2 ^  ^3 
^1 ^ 2r ^  3! 
and 
3 
a + a n + n + n +••• = o A.k 
^2 2 ^3 3 b^ + b^ ri + — n + Y? n +• • • = 0 A. 5 
respectively. The first two coefficients in Equation A.5 are found to be 
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- °3 + 'o - "i - 2 °î >^3, * "3 * 2 5^ =1 - >>3 5^ - Yo 
A.6 
= -g f u^Wg - % - =1 - + (tz + 'l + 2 «22 "l - ^ 3 hz - ^1 
where 
Ç m n p s = —^ 
" ' ^ ' Su''3v°3zl>at= 
with m+n+p+s = k. 
z-0 
and 
3^0r 
2=0 
5. =il4 
^ 3z^ 
, for i = 1,2. 
z=0 
Using these coefficients in Equation A.5 and neglecting the products 
of n and Ç it is clear that in the first approximation the potential 
functions are of the same order as the wave height. Assuming that , 
0)3, u^, Ug, U3 and their time derivatives are also of the same order as 
the wave height, expand T(u,v,Ti,t) in a "binomial expansion to terms of 
k 
order n to get: 
-1 • -1, • • \ -2» 2 
r = -R + g Ra^-g (-4)^ + O3 + W3 cosh 2u sin 2v) - g 
+ O3 + '^3 cosh 2u sin 2v) + O(n^), A.T 
where 
u. 
R = -4^^ + + d + -| + u^Tj,^ + I - u^a^ - - 24;^a^ + . 
Use Equation A.7 to find r , T , and r, . Note that on z = ri, 
u V t 
r = r ; then g - r can he computed. Substitute these values into Equa-
n z T| 
tion A. 3 and expand the function defined "by the result in a Taylor series 
30 
about 2 = 0. This leads to Equation A.U where a^ is defined "below: 
for k = 0,1,2,3' 
z=0 
where 
w C 
- Ug + 2a^ + (sinh 2u sin 2v + cosh 2u cos 2v)][g - i{)^ 
+ Vzt * - U3O1 - - "3% - "3°U - 2*zt°l - 2*2°! + "5 + 
u. 
'"^t '"' °3 * "2 * "3*2 * 2 "1 ~ "3"! " ™3°4 " * "5' 
+ "i (-*tt + °3 * ^  * % * Vz + "3*st + 3"l°l - ^ ^3°! - '^3'! " 
"3 
- - ^ 1'z'l * ^ 3^ * + % - "a"»! - V - W^O 3"4 1 + ''3''2 + 
k C w 
(-K + ° '  -r cosh 2u sin 2v) + ^ (w^u^ - +• 1/ 
Ij. •• 1|. 
C w 1 . " . C w 
+  — c o s h  2 u  s i n  2 v )  +  — ^  ( - T p ^ +  c o s h  2 u  s i n  2 v )  
g 
2 
1 . 0  C w Wo C sin 2v 4, 
+ (-*tt "3 "8ïb 2u sia 2t) + [ ^ 
t-'I'tu •" '"3'u '^u 
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1 . . . w_ sinh 2u 4^ 
+ (-^t + ""3 8lt "3 + [ 2 -j] 
[-^tv + (^S^v + % + Vzv + - ''3(''l)v - ''3(%)v -
Ij. 
- ^ '''zl'^l (""5)? (-'('t + ^ 3 + §Ib "3 
1 C^ • 
+ g Ci(-^tv "*" îlb "3 cosh 2u cos 2v)] + 0(n ). 
Nov solve A. 5 for t) noting that "b^ = 0(.q): 
^ - +'" " - \ . ^"8 
Substitute Equation A.8 into Equation A.k to get, 
a-Q + a-3_ (- ^ ) + -|- (:g^) + O(ti^) = 0 A.9 
Compute the indicated multiplication; Equation A.9 is then 
2 
^ - i's^zz * V.z>< 5t - °3 " '^o " "I - I "1 •" "3"l " "3% •" - "3(2 
QU 
- ''o' " g[(zz(tz - hzz'- -^z - "3 * " "feb + -&b 
cosh 2U COS 2V) H- *\z^^ * «v^vtz' ^  «zz^zt + «z^ztz 
~ . 
'*' '"3^ztz - "3^utz)(=^ ^  
2 r^' C cosh 2u cos 2v\ -1 •• -1 . , §uz, r ,1 ^ 
- 2ab ) - S • aiCtz - ? (TlCbtz "" tu " ^ 3^u " ~k^ 
32 
E . C^w 
sinh 2u sin 2v) + — cosh 2u cas 2v) + 
2 2 il. 
E w C ^ , C w 
(— - — sin 2v) + - — sinh 2u)][Ç^ - cosh 2u sin 2v] 
1 ' • • 1 
- •" - "3 - "85b - °l' -
s • 2g 
- ^3 - &b "^3 ^ "" = ° ' 
•where 
= els.o • 
In summary, the boundary value problem in terms of the potential 
function, with the higher order approximation for the free-surface condi­
tion becomes 
2 V ij;(u,v,z,t) = 0 in 0 <_ u < u^, 0 _< 8 ^  2jt, - h < z < n , 
iD = 0, onu = u , 
^u o 
ij; = - u + 2a , on z = -h , 
Z o X 
and Equation A.10. 
A set of orthogonality relations is necessary in order- to find the 
solutions for the generalized coordinates as listed in Equation 2.49. 
Those orthogonality relations commonly listed in the literature are based 
on q^ a being parametric zero of either Ce^(u^,q) or Se^(u^,q^). However, 
in this problem q^ is a parametric zero of either Ce^(u^,q_) or 
^ Se^(u^,q_). Therefore the appropriate orthogonality relations must be 
derived. 
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Let satisfy 
r a2 r 
^mr . ^mr , m , ? 2 2— + 2— + (cosh u - cos v) = 0 . A.11 
3u^ ' 3v^ ^ 
This equation is derived from Equation 2.l6 on the assumption that 
i^(u,v,z) has the separable form i|;(u,v,z) = ç(u,v) Z(z). Making a second 
assumption on separability, namely that 
one arrives at the following pair of differential equations: 
d^V 
^ + (a^ - cos v)V = 0 A.13 
a\ ^ 
^ - (a™' - cosh u)U = 0 A.l4 
Here the q^ are the parametric zeros of U^(u^,q) , m and r are integral 
and a^ are the characteristic numbers corresponding to q^. Equation A.13 
is Mathieu's differential equation and Equation A.lU is Mathieu's modified 
differential equation. 
Now for q = q^ assume ç satisfies 
s ns 
3^ ; gZ g 
^ ^ + q^ (cosh^u - cos^v) ç = 0 A. 15 
3u"^ 3v ® 
Multiply Equation A. 11 by , Equation A. 15 by and subtract the 
latter from the former: 
3h 
-[ç 
9 ç. 
mr 
3u ns 8u - ç. 
15 
mr 9u 
9 C 
mr 
9v ns 9v - Ç, 
9 ç 
mr 9u 
ns-
+ - q.g](cosh^Ti - cos\) = 0 A.I6 
Integrate on u from 0 to and- on v from 0 to 2ir; 
f t .  
o 
9 ç 
'ns 3u -
ns-
mr 3u 
u u 3 ç 
° + r [(_ ^  - : 
s c 
ns-
mv 3v 
2tt 
du 
(a - q. ) f f (cosh u - cos v) ç ç dudv = 0. 
^ s mr ns 
o o 
A. 17 
Bov 
and because of the choice of and q^; 
à U(u^,q.) 
du 
= 0. 
Therefore, the first integral, in Equa-^on A. 17 vanishes at u = u^. In 
this perturbation jproblan due to the assumjption of continuity of the 
potential and its gradient it is necessary that U(u,q_) he either Ce (u,q_) 
m 
or Se^(u,g). In either case, either ç(o,v) =0 or ^  (o,v) = 0, and 
therefore the first integral in Equation A.17 vanishes. 
ç(u,v) is a periodic function of period Sir in v. Thus, the second 
integral in Equation A.17 vanishes. Therefore, 
u 2-k 
(q^ - q^) J° / (cosh u - cos v) dudv = 0 , A.18 
o o 
and if m^n, or if n=m but rfs, 
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u- 2tt 
f° f (cosh u - cos v) Ç Ç dudv = 0 . A.19 
•' •' mr nr 
o o 
For modes considered in this perturbation problem Equation A.19 will 
assume one of the following forms : 
r r (cosh^u - cos^v) Se^(^,g^)se^(v,^)8e^(u,^)se^(v,^)dudT, A.20 
o o 
/° / (cosh^u - cos^v)Se^(u,q^)se(v,q^)Ceg(u,q^)ceg(v,q^)dudv A.21 
o o 
1° I (cosh^ur^ cos^v)Ceg(u,g^)ceg(T,g^)Ceg(ii,g^)ceg(v,gf)dudv = 0, m#n 
o o 
A. 22 
The constants which appear in the expressions for the generalized 
~ 1 
coordinates in Equation 2.49 are defined as follows : 
(4 - ^  < 
. 
(fin - ïll> « o 
2/ 2\ 2, 2, 
where, 
u 2ir 
II 
v
 r j 
o o 
u 2n 
r I 1 
o o 
u 2Tr 
II r / 
o o 
QJ = /° / Ce^(u,qj^)]^ ce^(v,q£)Ce-(u.,g^)4ie^(v.,^)dudv 
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^ j" Ce^(u,CL^)]^ ce^(v, q.^) Se^(u,q^) se^(v, q^)dudv , 
o o 
= /° J Ce^(Ta,q^)[|^ ce^(v,q.^)]^ ce2(v,q^)dudv , 
o o 
^ = J° I Ce^(u,q.^)[|;jj: ce^(v,q^)]^ Se^(v.,q^) se^(v,q^)dudv , 
o o 
^3 = /° / Ce^(u.,q.^)ce^(v,q.^) Ceg(ii.,g^)ceg(v,q^)J dudv , 
o o 
u 2ir 
= /° J Ce^(u,<i^)ce^(v,(i^) Se^(u,q^)se^(v.,q^)j dudv , 
o o 
The first harmonic terms from the expression 2.50 are found hy using 
Equations 2.37, 2.38, 2.39, 2.40 and certain trigonometric identities. 
Each term will multiply either cosait or sinwt. Those terms multiplying 
coswt are: 
"^ll^^lx"^'^!^ ' ^11^^2z'^lz ~ ^ 2z\z^' ~J~^'^lu^2u ~ ^ 2u^lu^ ' T~^^lv^2v 
- •aAv'. ^ 
" '^2^1z^' ~ ÏJ^'^lz'^lu'^luz ^Iz^lu^luz ^Iz^lAuz ^Iz^lu^luz^ ' 
UJ^^'^lz'^lv'^lvz ^ ^IZ^lV^lTZ ^Iz^lv^lvz ^Iz^lv^lvz ^ ' s^^^lz'^lzz 
^'^Iz^z^lzz ^Iz'^lzz^ ' --ItJ^^^lu^lz^lzu ^lu^z'^lzu "*" ^lu^lz^lzu 
+ ^ luVlzu)' -
37 
" •luVlvu 
+ ^Av*lv + *lXv)' - + Vlz*lzv 
* *1V^1Z^1ZT ^iT^lZ^lZV.^ ' j^ja'^^lV^lTV * ^^iT^lV^lVT * ' 
fe<%zz*L"^ *lz.4 + . - ij<3*lz.4 + *lzXv + ^ x^zz+lv^.' 
Si^^-^lz^-L + l-lz^lu " +»lz^v + 
3 P^ ' P^ - -
-^<4 * *lAz^' %(3%Iz*lz - Vlz.*lz- *Azz\z -
2 2 
2ij^^\^luz\u ^I'^lTiz^ln ~ Vluz^lu ~ ^ Auz\u^' 2gj^^^l^lii^luz 
2 
+ ^ iWluz - Vlu^luz - ^ AAizz)' + ^ l^lvz^lv - %TZ^1V 
2 
" "''AïZ^lv'' 2gj'^VlV^lVZ * *l*lT*lVZ * VlT*lTZ " * Av^TZ ' ' 
+ *l*lzz*z - Vlzz^lz - %zz*lz)' ^ -3*lz%: 4g 
k 
- 1'Lh " %îz*l + Vl*lz> + •izz*! - =lzz* A) ' 
Og 
38 
Pli 
- Xi). -gPiiC(cosh u cos V 
+ C sinh u sin v ) , - g, - ^ ^(sinh u sin v - cosh u cos v) , 
Pli (g sinh 2u sin 2v + g cosh 2u cos 2v - —5— cosh 2u sin 2v). A.25 
Uahh 
2 2 The terms -g C cosh u cos v, - g p^^ C sinh u sin v, and -g correspond 
to the translational motions u^, u^, and respectively. The terms 
- sinh u sin v, cosh u cos v, and sinh 2u sin 2v + g cosh 2u 
2 
^11 
cos2v - —^ cosh 2u sin 2v) correspond to the rotational motions 
ànd respectively. 
The first harmonie terms multiplying sin œt are: 
Wlv * *2v*lv) ' 
+ + ^ z^lu^luz) ' - h^SX^z^^v'^vz + ^ iz^lv "^vz + ^ Iz^v^lvz 
+ ^ z^lv'^lvz)' - F^^^^z'^z + ^ L'^z + ^ Wlz^lzz)' -
^lu'^lz^lzu ^lu^lz^lzu ^lu^lz^lzu^ ' ^j2^^^lAuu ^lu^luu 
* * ^ lAv^lTa * ^ lu'^'lT^lvu'  
3 C^.inh 2u (^3^ , . sL|i^(3X^^X^^ + 2 ^ ' 
-îj(3X^Az^l.v ^  + Vlz*l,v) • -
+ 4==luv + lv*lAn " ' 
, 3 =' y '"(Xf, + . ij(3X,,,X^, . ^h.JlAn ^ h.Aj • 
O J 
2 
hj<-^lzA^ ^  2*lz.Vlv + ^ l..*lv'- -
2 2 
^ \A.'>' - &(3^z^îv + + *ÎA.) 
2 2 
-#3^1*1. A. - *l%l%z*l: - =S.*lz.1'lz + &(3*^X^^,*]_^ 
2 
~ ^ l^luz^lu ~ ^ I'^lu^luz Wuz\u^ ' igJ^^^Au'^'luz ~ '^I'^lAuz " ^I'^lu^luz 
2 
+ %Auz)' + %vz^lv)' 
^2 2 
â^3%v^lvz - Vlv^vz - ^ lv%vz + ^ v'^Tz)' %%zz^lz 
4 
- - Vlzz*l. ^ VizA.)' %-3^iz*i*iz + 4A 
4g 
4o 
P 2 
8g 8g^^^lzzz^l ^  ^ zzz^l 
- ^•izzz^A' • A.26 
In the averaging process which led to Equation 2.51 certain terms 
were grouped together into the constants M, F, and I^. The constants are 
defined as 
p3 
M = _ p^^(C+C+D+D) + p^^U^^(B+B) - |(E+Ë)] -
- |(A«) - idg+Ig-ZlY+Ig+Ig+Ig+Ig) + 1(^11 - I PL^UHI 
^ :ii - T - \o - & :13 + - 4 
8ahh 
u 2ir . ju. 277 
Iq = /° J Ce^(u,q^)ce^(v,q^)J sin v dudv + 1° / Ce^(tL^q^)ce^(v.,q^) 
o o o o 
A. 28 
3 J cos v dudv A. 29 
in 
where, 
n=l 
n=l 
B - Z fl l" 
n=l ^ 
B = Î a Î? 
-11=1 ° ^  
C = —I 2 1° 
n.l = ^ 
D = z a I? 
n=l 3 
D = z a £ 
n=.l " 3 
\ "în "n :% n=l 
—P T") 
n=l 
U 217 
~ 1° J Ce^(u, q.^)ce^(-v, q.^) Ce^('Li,g^)ceg^(:v-,g^) sin v dudv 
u 2it 
+ ï° j" Ce^(ti,q^)ce^(v, q^) Ce^Cu., g^)ceg(v, q^) J cos v dudv 
g o '  
h2 
u 2-rr 
rrn 
= /° / Ce^(u.,ci^)ce^(v,, q^) Se^(u,q^) se^(v,q^) sin v dudv 
o o 
u 2IT 
/° J 
o o 
In , „ , 2, 
1  1  — L  — 1 3 '  
+ j" J Ce^(u,q^)ce^(v,q,^) Se^(u, q^) se^(v, q^) J cos v dudv 
I2 = /° / [ :^]ce^(v qp[ ''^]ce^(v,q^)j^ sin v dudv 
o o 
^ Ce (u,qh d Se (u,q^) 
+ J / [ ^ ]ce^(v, q^)[ — ]se^(v.,q^)J cos v dudv 
L 2 
n 1 (1 ce (v.q- ) ce (v,q^) 
^3 = J / Ce^(u,q^)[ ^ dv sin v dudv 
o o 
% 2TT d ce (v,qh dCe (v,q^) 
+ / / Ce^(u,q^)[ ]Ce2(u^q^)[ ^ ]J cos v dudv 
00 
u 27r 
= /° / Ce^(u,q^) ce^(v, ]Se^(u, q^) se^(v,q^)]J^ sin v dudv 
00 
+ 1° / Ce^(u,q^) ce^(v, q^)]Se^(u,q^)[^ se^(v, q^)]j^ cos v dudv 
00 
I, = f r ce^(u.4)[—.e^(v,q:)J^ sin v dudv 
o o 
^o 1 ^ Ce^ (uj q ) p ^ 1 p 
+ / J Ce^(u, q^)[——^ ] ce^(v, q^) J cos v dudv 
0 0 '  
- 9^ 1 1 1 ce (v, qh 
= i / Ce^(u, q^)ce^(v, q^) [ ] J sin v dudv 
o o 
^ 277 -3 1 1 1-1 ) p 9 
+ J / Ce^(u, q^)ce^(v, q^) [ ] J cos v dudv 
00 
Us 
u 27r o 1 10 
Ic = f f Ce (u,a )ce (v,q )J sin v dudv 
0 0 "  
u_ 2TT _ . ^ _ 
+ / 'J Ce (u,q_ )ce (v, q. )j cos v dudv 
o o 
Ig = r f J slnv .udv 
00 du 
9^ d 1 ? ^ 9.4 ) q 1 
+ / / [^Ce (u, q. )] [ —: ]ce (v, q.-) J cos v dudv 
00 du ^ 
= /° / Ce^(u, q^) ce^(v, q^)]^ 1^=-^ ce^(v, q^)] J sin v dudv 
00 " dv 
•*" /° / Ce^(u, ql: ) ce (v, qîj ) ]^ ce (v, q^ ) ] J cos v dudv 
o -o -1. . - J- av X - J. J. . X 
ly = J° / Ce^(u, q^) Ce^(u, q^) ce^(v, q^)[^ ce^(v, q^)]^ J sin v dudv 
00 
+ I Ce^(u, q^)[|^ Ce^(u,q^)]^ ce^(v, q^) ce^(v, q^) J cos v dudv 
- 1° f Ce^(u, q^)]^ ce^(v, q^) sinh u sin v dudv 
00 
U 2TT 
+ j° / Ce^(u, q^)]^ ce^(v, q^) sinh. u cos v dudv 
o o 
u 2ir 
-Lg - J° / Ce^(u, q^) ce^(v, q^)]^ sin 2v sin v dudv 
00 "" 
+ 1° J Ce^(u, q^)[^ ce^(v, q^)]^ sin 2v cos v dudv 
o o 
kk 
Iq = J° J Ce^(u,q^)[|^ Ce^(u,q^)]ce^(v,g^)[|^ ce^(v,q.^)]^ sinh sin v dudv 
o o 
+ J° J Ce^(u,(i^) Ce^(u,q.^)]ce^(v,(i^)[^ ce^(v,q.^)]^ sinh 2u cos v dudv 
o o 
Iq = 1° I Ce^(u,g_^) Ce^(u,(i^)]^ ce^(v,qj|^) ce^(v,q.^)] sin 2v sin v dudv 
o o 
+ /° / Ce^(u,çL^) Ce^(u,q^)]^ ce^(v,q^) ce^(v,q.^)] sin 2v cos v dudv 
o o 
u 2Tr u 2n 
I^Q = f° f J sin V dudv .+ J° J J cos v dudv 
o o o o 
^o 3 Ug 2w g 1 = / J J cosh u cos V sin v dudv + J / J cosh u cos v dudv 
o o o o 
^o 2ir 2 2IT 
1^2 ~ i j" J sinh u sin v dudv + / J J sinh u sin v cos v dudv 
o o o o 
u 2m 
I-^ = / / J sinh 2u sin 2v sin v dudv 
o o 
Uo 2ir 
+ J / J sinh 2u sin 2v cos v dudv 
o o — — , 
Uo 2 IT 
= J° J J cosh 2u cos 2v sin v dudv 
o o 
\ 2Tr 
+ 1 J J cosh 2u. cos 2v cos v dudv 
. o o 
Uo 2tt 2 
I,c ~ /° / J cosh 2u sin 2v sin v dudv 
o o 
UQ 2ir 
+ / J J cosh 2u sin 2v cos v dudv 
o o 
